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Dear Alphastox Subscribers,
Skyharbour Resources (TSXV:SYH), operator of the Western Athabasca Syndicate, has
released an update and reported results of their gravity and radon surveys at the Preston Property;
the field program started in March and is ongoing in preparation for a summer drill program.
At the Depper Lake area, seven circular gravity low anomalies were detected by the 1,234 station
gravity survey. Subsequently, RadonEx surveys were completed over these seven anomalies
which are located along prospective coincident EM conductors and magnetic breaks. The radon
results returned significant radon cluster anomalies.
Based on the 2014-2015 gravity and RadonEx surveys, six high priority areas have been targeted
and are currently subjected to ground based horizontal loop electromagnetic surveys. The results
will be used to determine the proposed summer drill program at Preston Lake.
The continual exploration over the last eighteen months on the 246,643 hectare property, on the
south-western side of the Athabasca Basin has been one of the largest regional programs of any
junior in the basin. The program has cost about $4 million altogether and has resulted in fifteen
successfully delineated high-priority drill target areas as well as an extensive, proprietary
geological data base for the project area.
The Preston Uranium property is located near Fission Uranium’s (TSX:FCU) high grade deposit
as well as NexGen Energy’s (TSXV:NXE) discovery area, both of which have been heavily
rewarded in the market over the last two years. Skyharbour is finally in a position now to keep
the market and their investors on the edge of their seats. If they’re able to make a true discovery,
you can be sure their stock won’t sit at $0.05. For anyone looking to take a position in a flyer,
SYH.V could be a great potential candidate. Jordan Trimble is marketing his story this week so I
wouldn’t be surprised to see some increased interest and activity in the market over the next few
days so make sure you keep SYH.V on watch…you don’t want to miss the boat.
Best,
Etienne

Disclosure: Transcend Capital Inc. has been paid a consulting fee for conducting an
independent review of the company

